Academic Production:

Detailed Publication List

Publications
Conference Publications
Conference Presentations (no publication)
On-Line Projects
**Book Publications**


**Journal and Conference Publications**


**Conference Presentations (no publication)**


Website Projects

Walter Draycot Web Project Digital Artefact

http://www.walterdraycot.com

This website addresses how academics can work with remediated text, and bring new angles to traditional published texts; not only by making them available on-line, but also by incorporating and merging new technology to benefit the researcher.

In collaboration with author Jane Mattisson: *This site is specially designed for literary specialists with an interest in the representation of 'self' in autobiographical writing.*

I am Acting Webmaster. I have coded the site using W3C standards, and have worked with Jane Mattisson, giving the whole site a feel of academic standard, without losing the goal of the project itself, communicating knowledge by weaving text and images to fulfill the aims and goals requested by Jane Mattisson.

**Fall 2010**
Concept, Design, Wire Framing and research into W3C content and accessibility issues.

**Spring 2011**
Core Creation and HTML /XHTML coding (no WYSIWYG used).

**Summer 2011**
Finalization of coding, uploading and website review (accessibility, browsers, computer standards as to computer requirements, etc.

**Spring 2012**
Full Website Update

Conference Website

Canada Day Conference

Re-presenting Canada: Issues and Challenges
- Interdisciplinary Canadian Studies Conference 15 - 16 April 2011

This website was designed specifically for the unilateral conference hosted by Kristianstad University and Lund University. I designed, coded and created both the conference website and brochure that is available through this link: [http://canadaday.zzl.org/](http://canadaday.zzl.org/) done in collaboration with Jane Mattisson and Irina Schmitt.